Object-sensitivity is widely used as a context abstraction for computing the points-to information contextsensitively for object-oriented languages like Java. Due to the combinatorial explosion of contexts in large programs, k-object-sensitive pointer analysis (under k-limiting), denoted k-obj, is scalable only for small values of k, where k ⩽ 2 typically. A few recent solutions attempt to improve its efficiency by instructing k-obj to analyze only some methods in the program context-sensitively, determined heuristically by a preanalysis. While already effective, these heuristics-based pre-analyses do not provide precision guarantees, and consequently, are limited in the efficiency gains achieved. We introduce a radically different approach, Eagle, that makes k-obj run significantly faster than the prior art while maintaining its precision. The novelty of Eagle is to enable k-obj to analyze a method with partial context-sensitivity, i.e., context-sensitively for only some of its selected variables/allocation sites. Eagle makes these selections during a lightweight pre-analysis by reasoning about context-free-language (CFL) reachability at the level of variables/objects in the program, based on a new CFL-reachability formulation of k-obj. We demonstrate the advances made by Eagle by comparing it with the prior art in terms of a set of popular Java benchmarks and applications. 148:3 each program evaluated. When used for accelerating k-obj, Eagle turns out to be significantly more effective than Zipper overall. For each k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, k-obj can scalably analyze no fewer programs under Eagle than under Zipper: 12 under each tool (k ∈ {1, 2}), and 4 under Zipper but 11 under Eagle (k = 3) . For the programs that can be scalably analyzed by k-obj under Zipper, totaling 12 (k = 1), 12 (k = 2) and 4 (k = 3), k-obj exhibits increasingly better scalability under Eagle, yielding the speedups of 0.9x (k = 1), 2.7x (k = 2) and 6.2x (k = 3) with the pre-analysis times excluded, and of 3.0x (k = 1), 3.2x (k = 2) and 6.1x (k = 3) with the pre-analysis times included, on average. For the seven programs that can be analyzed scalably by k-obj under Eagle but not Zipper in under 24 hours (k = 3), k-obj under Eagle has successfully analyzed each program in 55.2 minutes, on average. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates Eagle by discussing our key insights behind. Section 3 formulates our CFL-reachability-based pre-analysis for enabling precision-preserving partial context-sensitivity in k-obj. Section 4 evaluates Eagle against the state-of-the-art. Section 5 discusses the related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
INTRODUCTION
For object-oriented languages such as Java, context-sensitivity is known to provide highly useful precision for pointer analysis [Lhoták and Hendren 2008; . A contextinsensitive pointer analysis, such as Andersen's analysis [Andersen 1994 ], analyzes a method only once, producing one points-to set for every variable and one abstract object for modeling every allocation site in the method. In contrast, its context-sensitive counterpart analyzes a method multiple times under different calling contexts that abstract its different run-time invocations, thereby producing multiple points-to sets for every variable (with one per context) and multiple abstract objects for modeling every allocation site (with one per context) in the method.
To tame the combinatorial explosion of calling contexts, a context is usually represented by a sequence of k context elements, under k-limiting. There are two representative abstractions for object-oriented programs: (1) k-callsite-sensitivity [Shivers 1991] , which distinguishes the contexts of a method by its k-most-recent callsites, and (2) k-object-sensitivity , which distinguishes the contexts of a method by its receiver's k-most-recent allocation sites. Recently, object-sensitivity has emerged as a better abstraction in achieving precision and efficiency [Jeong et al. 2017; , as evidenced by the existence of several objectsensitive pointer analysis frameworks for Java, such as Soot [Vallée-Rai et al. 2010] , Doop [DOOP [n.d.] ], Chord [Chord [n.d.] ] and Wala [WALA [n.d.] ].
However, even with k-limiting, k-object-sensitive pointer analysis, denoted k-obj, scales only when k ⩽ 2 typically [Jeon et al. 2018; Jeong et al. 2017; Smaragdakis et al. , 2014 Tan et al. 2016 . For a reasonably large program, blindly applying the same degree of context sensitivity to each of its methods still causes the exponential blow-up in the number of contexts handled.
A few recent efforts [Hassanshahi et al. 2017; Jeong et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018; Smaragdakis et al. 2014] attempt to improve the efficiency of k-obj for Java by instructing k-obj to restrict context-sensitivity to only some selected methods in a Java program. To make such selections, a pre-analysis is performed to determine heuristically whether a method should be analyzed by k-obj context-sensitively or context-insensitively in its entirety. Different heuristics are used, including client-specific machine learning techniques [Jeong et al. 2017] (guided by improving the precision of a given client, e.g., may-fail-casting) and general-purpose techniques, such as user-supplied hints [Hassanshahi et al. 2017; Smaragdakis et al. 2014 ] and pattern matching [Li et al. 2018 ]. Among the general-purpose techniques proposed [Hassanshahi et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018; Smaragdakis et al. 2014] , Zipper [Li et al. 2018 ] is the latest yet best performer and will thus be compared against in this paper. While already effective in boosting k-obj's efficiency, all these heuristics-based pre-analyses do not provide precision guarantees (as they all can cause k-obj to lose precision). Paradoxically, the very idea of łtrading precision for efficiencyž behind actually limits the efficiency gains achieved (due to the spurious points-to information introduced).
We introduce a radically different approach, Eagle, to scaling k-obj for large Java programs. Instead of accelerating k-obj at some precision loss, Eagle preserves its precision while making it run significantly faster than before. The novelty of Eagle is to enable k-obj to analyze a method with partial context-sensitivity, i.e., context-sensitively only for some of its selected variables/allocation sites. Eagle makes these selections by performing a lightweight pre-analysis that reasons about context-free-language (CFL) reachability in linear time with respect to the number of value-flow edges connecting the variables/allocation sites/fields in the program, based on a new CFLreachability formulation of k-obj. Without exploiting the CFL reachability information, we cannot apply even k-obj as a pre-analysis to accelerate itself well since the points-to information computed by k-obj is not adequate enough in determining which variables/allocation sites should be analyzed context-sensitively or not. Note that our CFL-reachability formulation for object-sensitivity is fundamentally different from the one that applies only to callsite-sensitivity [Sridharan and Bodík 2006] , which cannot be applied here. We demonstrate the advances made by Eagle over Zipper [Li et al. 2018 ] both conceptually and efficiency-wise.
In summary, this paper makes the following major contributions:
• We present a new approach to scaling k-object-sensitive pointer analysis (k-obj) while preserving its precision by exploiting partial context-sensitivity for the first time. • We give a new CFL-reachability formulation of k-obj, which is instrumental in guiding us in developing our pre-analysis (and possibly many other optimizations in future work). • We introduce a lightweight (linear) pre-analysis, developed based on our CFL-reachability formulation of k-obj, for enabling precision-preserving partial context-sensitivity. • We have implemented Eagle in Soot [Vallée-Rai et al. 2010 ] and compared it with Zipper [Li et al. 2018] for improving the efficiency of k-obj, by using a set of 12 popular Java benchmarks and applications. As a pre-analysis, Eagle is faster and consumes less memory than Zipper for
MOTIVATION
We motivate our approach in accelerating k-obj while also preserving its precision. We first review object-sensitivity as a context abstraction in k-obj (Section 2.1). We then introduce our CFL-reachability-based pre-analysis for enabling precision-preserving partial context-sensitivity (Section 2.2). As k-obj is context-sensitive but flow-insensitive, its CFL-reachability formulation simply reasons about value-flow, i.e. the flow of objects across the program in terms of data dependences. Therefore, we will focus on describing the key insights behind our pre-analysis while leaving its actual CFL reachability formulation in Section 3. In particular, we will discuss its gradual development via a series of three conditions (gradually relaxed) for enforcing context-sensitivity, assisted with code examples, based on value-flow analyses.
k-obj: Object-Sensitivity
Object-sensitive pointer analysis ] separates a method's calling contexts by using its receiver objects. Let each allocation site be identified by one (abstract) object allocated therein. In k-obj, an object o 0 is modeled context-sensitively by a so-called heap context of length k − 1, [o k −1 , · · · , o 1 ], where o i is the receiver object of a method in which o i−1 is allocated, where 0 < i < k. As a result, a method with o 0 as its receiver will be analyzed context-sensitively multiple times, once for each of o 0 's heap contexts [o k −1 , · · · , o 1 ], under a so-called method context [o k −1 , · · · , o 0 ] of length k. Unlike callsite-sensitivity [Shivers 1991], object-sensitivity can thus be specified by either heap or method contexts. Thus, the points-to set of a variable v in a method m, pt(c, v), is represented context-sensitively ] by:
where c = [o k −1 , · · · , o 0 ] is a method context of m and o is an object with a heap context c ′ (of length k − 1) pointed by v. Note that [o k −2 , · · · , o 0 ] will be a heap context of an allocation site in m. Figure 1 illustrates k-obj, highlighting the combinatorial explosion of contexts in large programs. In Figure 1 (a), there are a total of r k −1 r −1 methods, foo i, j (), where 0 ⩽ i < k, 0 ⩽ j < r i−1 and r > 1, in class A (which is not given). Note that foo i, j () calls foo i−1, j÷r (), i.e., foo i, j () has exactly r callers foo i+1,r j (), · · · , foo i+1,r j+r −1 (), where 0 < i < k. In foo i, j (), where 0 < i < k, a points to an object, A i, j , created at its allocation site new A(), which is used as a receiver to call foo i−1, j÷r (). In foo 0,0 (), a points to an object, A 0,0 , created at its new A(), which is passed to as an argument to goo() in the call b.goo(a). In goo(), bar() is called on the receiver A 0,0 pointed by its formal parameter p.
.bar() A0,0 A1,r-1 A1,0 Ai,0 Ai,r i-1 -1 Ai,j Ak-1,r k-1 -1 Ak-1,0 Ak-1,r (b) Contexts for bar() from p.bar() Fig. 1 . k-obj: object-sensitivity and the combinatorial explosion of calling contexts in a large program. Figure 1 (b) depicts graphically a total of r k −1 method contexts, which form the set C bar given below, used for analyzing bar() invoked just at the call p.bar() alone:
is a heap context of A 0,0 , i.e., A 0, j÷r k −1 . Due to how a heap context is related with its corresponding method context, fixing one will also fix the other.
Eagle: Partial Context-Sensitivity
Before introducing our Eagle approach, we wish to emphasize that the precision of a contextsensitive pointer analysis is often measured with all contexts dropped as follows:
where pt(v) is the context-insensitive points-to set of v obtained by merging all the context-sensitive points-to sets pt(c, v) given in (1), with c ranging over all the method contexts c of v, i.e., mtx(v).
In this paper, as in the literature [Jeon et al. 2018; Jeong et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018; Smaragdakis et al. 2014; Tan et al. 2016 , different context-sensitive pointer analyses will be compared in terms of end-user visible (i.e., context-insensitive) metrics for a number of well-known clients, such as may-fail-casting, polymorphic-calls, reachable-methods, and call-graph edges, based on the end-user context-insensitive points-to information thus obtained. When speaking of a particular context-sensitive pointer analysis P, we sometimes distinguish the context-sensitive and context-insensitive points-to sets of v by writing pt P (c, v) and pt P (v), respectively. We will drop the subscript P whenever the context is clear about P being discussed.
2.2.1 k-obj, Zipper and Eagle. Figure 2 illustrates our key insights in developing Eagle for boosting k-obj's efficiency, highlighting Eagle as a fundamental departure from the previous best effort, Zipper [Li et al. 2018 ] (as already discussed in Section 1). We focus on how each approach analyzes bar() given in Figure 1 , which contains c as a variable and X as an allocation site.
First of all, k-obj analyzes every method context-sensitively, as shown Figure 2 (a), with k-element contexts uniformly across the program. Thus, bar() in Figure 1 (a) will be analyzed under r k −1 contexts in C bar given in (2), as shown in Figure 1 (b) . As such, k-obj does not scale beyond k = 2 for reasonably large programs [Jeon et al. 2018; Smaragdakis et al. 2014; .
Zipper performs a pre-analysis to determine if a method should be analyzed by k-obj contextsensitively or context-insensitively in its entirety, as shown in Figure 2 (b). Consider bar() in Figure 1 (a). Context-sensitively, c will be analyzed by computing r k−1 points-to sets in {pt([A k −1, j k −1 , · · · , A 1, j 1 , A 0,0 ], c) | [A k−1, j k −1 , · · · , A 1, j 1 , A 0,0 ] ∈ C bar }, as shown in Figure 1(b) , and X will thus be modeled as
Context-Insensitive
Context-Sensitive Context-insensitively, these two sets will be reduced to a singleton each: {pt([ ], c)} and {[X ]}. While already effective in improving k-obj's efficiency, Zipper does not provide precision guarantees due to the pattern-matching heuristics used. Zipper guarantees that pt Zipper (v) ⊇ pt k -obj (v) for every variable v, but the = in ⊇ often fails to hold. In addition, its idea of trading precision for efficiency limits the efficiency gains achieved. This seemingly counter-intuitive observation is actually insightful. Requesting k-obj to apply context-sensitivity to a method unnecessarily reduces the chances for speeding k-obj up for this method context-insensitively. On the other hand, requesting k-obj to analyze a method context-insensitively by mistake will cause k-obj to lose not only the overall precision but also the efficiency for the parts of the program where some spurious points-to information is introduced. When a method should be analyzed context-sensitively only for some of its variables/allocation sites, Zipper will end up suffering from one of these two problems depending on whether this method has been selected to be context-sensitive or not. Finally, Eagle will enable k-obj to analyze a method with partial context-sensitivity, as illustrated in Figure 2 (c), by making k-obj run significantly faster than Zipper (by subsuming it as a special case) while maintaining its precision (by guaranteeing that pt Eagle (v) = pt k-obj (v) for every variable v). Eagle achieves this by performing a pre-analysis, based on a new CFL-reachability formulation of k-obj (proposed in this paper), to identify which variables/allocation sites in a method should be handled by k-obj context-sensitively or context-insensitively. Consider bar() in Figure 1 again. For its variable c, k-obj will be asked to compute r k −1 points-to sets in {pt([A k−1, j k −1 , · · · , A 1, j 1 , A 0,0 ], c) | [A k −1, j k −1 , · · · , A 1, j 1 , A 0,0 ] ∈ C bar } if c is selected to be context-sensitive, but only one point-to set, pt([ ], c), otherwise. For its allocation site X , k-obj will be asked to create r k −2 abstractions of X in {[A k −2, j k −2 , · · · , A 1, j 1 , A 0,0 , X ] | [A k −1, j k −1 , · · · , A 1, j 1 , A 0,0 ] ∈ C bar } if X needs to be modeled context-sensitively, but only one abstraction, X , otherwise.
2.2.2
Eagle: CFL-Reachability-Guided Partial Context-Sensitivity. We motivate our precisionpreserving pre-analysis, developed based on a formal CFL-reachability analysis for supporting partial context-sensitivity, with some informal value-flow reasoning. Our pre-analysis requests kobj to analyze a variable/allocation site context-sensitively if a condition that governs the value flow into and out of it directly or indirectly is satisfied. We will focus on variables since allocation sites are treated similarly. In Section 3, we will formalize our pre-analysis in terms of CFL-reachability on a Pointer Assignment Graph (PAG), G pag , with its nodes representing the variables/fields/allocation sites in the program. In this section, we describe a series of three conditions governing the access of a variable v in a method m, as illustrated in Figure 3 , in order for our pre-analysis to select v to be context-sensitive. We will start with an oracle condition whose precise validity checking is undecidable [Reps 2000 ]. However, this oracle condition is not only sufficient but also expected to be necessary for v to be context-sensitive for many real-world programs. Then, we relax it into a field-sensitive condition that is conceptually simpler but whose precise validity checking remains undecidable. Finally, we settle with a further simplified object-based condition that is linearly solvable in terms of the number of edges in G pag .
To determine whether a variable needs context-sensitivity or not, we need to examine how it is accessed. As k-obj is context-sensitive (but not flow-sensitive), it suffices to reason about data dependences only. As is standard, all variables in a method are assumed to be in SSA (Static Single Similarly, a variable v in a method m is said to be a (direct or indirect) def (definition) of another variable w in another method m ′′ (where m and m ′′ may not be necessarily different in the case of recursion) if v affects some value stored into w from an access path v.f 1 . · · · .f n under some context C of m, denoted v.f 1 . · · · .f n = ⇒ C w, i.e., if v appears in the backward slice of w. Due to aliases, all writes into (and reads from) v.f 1 . · · · .f n can happen outside v's containing method, m.
A. An Oracle Condition. As illustrated in Figure 3 (a), v, which is a variable contained in a method m, is selected to be analyzed context-sensitively by k-obj if there exists an access path v.f 1 · · · .f n (with its successively nested container objects, v, v.f 1 , · · · , v.f 1 . · · · .f n , being drawn with increasingly sunken surfaces) such that the following three constraints hold:
If there are two separate field-and context-sensitive value-flow paths that allow two different objects to flow (from outside m) into two different variables (outside m) via v.f 1 . · · · .f n interprocedurally across m under two different contexts, then v should be context-sensitive. Otherwise, if C i and C j are not distinguished, O i will flow into w j and O j will flow into w i . The resulting points-to relations, such that w i (w j ) points to O j (O i ), are usually spurious, suggesting that this oracle condition is also nearly necessary for imposing context sensitivity on v, in practice.
However, checking the validity of this oracle condition is undecidable if it is done precisely [Reps 2000 ] and polynomial even if it is done context-insensitively [Kodumal and Aiken 2004] (since field accesses must still be matched as discussed in Section 3.3). Below we give a conceptually simpler version even though the worst-case complexity of its verification remains the same. Figure 3 (b), we have relaxed our oracle condition in Figure 3 (a) by weakening its OC1 ś OC2 to FS1 ś FS2 and eliminating OC3 altogether:
B. A Field-Sensitive Condition. As illustrated in
FS2
. v.f 1 . · · · .f n = = ⇒ C j w j (where C j is some nonempty context of m).
For many real-world programs, this field-sensitive condition is expected to be as strong as the oracle condition, providing the basis for us to develop our object-based condition later. 
Method
Andersen's Analysis 1-obj (Points-to Sets) (Points-to Sets)
Context-Sensitive Context-Insensitive We will illustrate our field-sensitive condition with two example programs in Figures 4 and 5, where the latter is a slight modification of the former, in order to illustrate some subtlety involved.
Let us consider the program in Figure 4 first. Table 1 gives the points-to results computed for the program by Andersen's algorithm [Andersen 1994 ] context-insensitively and 1-obj contextsensitively. Let pt Andersen (v) be the points-to set of v computed by Andersen's analysis. As highlighted (in red), 1-obj is more precise as the context-insensitive points-to sets of w1 and w2 computed by 1-obj are more precise: pt Andersen 
Based on our field-sensitive condition as discussed below, 1-obj will still produce the same points-to results if it analyzes only p in id() context-sensitively, so that
How do we make these choices systematically? Class A contains three instance methods: id() is an identity function that returns whatever its parameter p receives, print() simply prints the parameter received (but does not return anything to its callers), and create() returns a newly allocated instance of B whenever it is called (but does not receive anything from its callers). Given this program, different pointer analyses differ in terms of the amount of context-sensitivity applied in the program and the precision obtained for the points-to sets of w1 and w2.
Context-insensitively, Andersen's analysis finds the points-to sets given in Table 1 (Column 2) , with one points-to set per variable. Without distinguishing the two contexts under which id() is called (in lines 18 ś 19), the objects pointed-to by p are merged: pt Andersen (p) = {O1, O2}. Thus, pt Andersen (w1) = pt Andersen (w2) = {O1, O2}, causing w1 (w2) to point to O2 (O1) spuriously.
Context-sensitively, 1-obj distinguishes the calling contexts of a method by its receivers, yielding the points-to sets in Table 1 (Columns 3 and 4). By analyzing id() under [A1] (for the call in line 18) and under [A2] (for the call in line 19), 1-obj obtains pt 1-obj ([A1], p) = {O1} and pt 1-obj ([A2], p) = {O2}, and consequently, pt 1-obj ([ ], w1) = {O1} and pt 1-obj ([ ], w2) = {O2}. Now, pt 1-obj (w1) = {O1} and pt 1-obj (w2) = {O2} without the spurious points-to information introduced by Andersen's analysis. However, 1-obj has analyzed also print() (create()) context-sensitively for its two callsites in lines 20 ś 21 (22 ś 23) unnecessarily without achieving any precision gain, as revealed in Table 1 .
We can now apply our field-sensitive condition to determine which variables/allocation sites in Figure 4 should be analyzed by 1-obj context-sensitively or context-insensitively while still maintaining its precision (as illustrated by the dashed arrow lines). We only need to focus on the three instance methods in class A as the variables/allocation sites in main() do not require contextsensitivity. As illustrated, p in id() should be context-sensitive, as FS1 ś FS2 are both satisfied:
w2. The information that flows into p context-sensitively from outside id() also flows out of id() context-sensitively. As discussed above, applying context sensitivity to p is essential to separate its context-sensitive value flows, and consequently, maintain the precision for pt 1-obj (w1) and pt 1-obj (w2). As for s in print(), context-sensitivity is not needed, since FS1 is satisfied (O1 = == ⇒ [A1] s) but FS2 is not. The information that flows into s from outside print() context-sensitively never flows out of print() at all. As for the variable r and allocation site B in create(), the situation is reversed. Their handling can also be context-insensitive, since FS2 is satisfied (r = == ⇒ [A2] b2 for r and B = == ⇒ [A2] b2 for B) but FS1 is not. In this case, there is information flowing out of r and B context-sensitively but not any flowing into r and B from outside create(). Whether a variable/allocation site is context-sensitive or not must be determined by how it is accessed anywhere in the program (in the presence of aliases). If we modify main() in Figure 4 to Figure 5, r and B must now be analyzed context-sensitively. There is some information flowing into and out of r.f and B.f context-sensitively (even though all accesses to B.f happen outside create()):
w2 for B. To compute the points-to sets of w1 and w2 precisely, 2-obj is needed. Context-sensitively, showing that variable r and allocation site B must now be analyzed context-sensitively in order for 2-obj to maintain its precision for the two points-to sets pt 2-obj (w1) and pt 2-obj (w2).
implying that pt 2-obj (w1) = {O1} and pt 2-obj (w2) = {O2}. However, if r and B are analyzed contextinsensitively instead, then pt 2-obj ([ ], r) = {B}. As a result, pt 2-obj ([ ], b1) = pt 2-obj ([ ], b2) = {B}, giving rise to less precise points-to sets: pt 2-obj (w1) = pt 2-obj (w2) = {O1, O2}.
In Section 3, we will show that our field-sensitive condition needs to be checked by reasoning about CFL-reachability context-sensitively across the entire program. However, this is generally undecidable [Reps 2000 ] and still only polynomially solvable even if performed context-insensitively [Kodumal and Aiken 2004] . Below we give a relaxed condition that is linearly verifiable in terms of the number of edges in G pag even when context-sensitivity is fully respected.
C. An Object-based Condition. Under this new object-based abstraction, which is formulated based on a new CFL formulation for object-sensitivity, we reason about access paths by applying 1-limiting to every load · · · = v.д (with v.д abstracted as v) unconditionally and 1-limiting to every store v.f = · · · (with v.f abstracted as v), where v points to an object o, only when there is also a store-load pair, o.f ′ = · · · and · · · = o.f ′ , where f and f ′ are not necessarily different. This new abstraction turns out to be significantly more precise than 1-limited access paths for objectsensitivity. As illustrated in Figure 3 (c), we have further weakened our field-sensitive condition by relaxing its FS1 ś FS2 to OB1 ś OB2 and also introduced a new constraint, OB3:
OB3. There is a context-insensitive value flow from O i to w j , denoted O i =⇒ w j , along the path joining the two paths mentioned in OB1 and OB2 together.
By definition, our object-based condition is more conservative. However, for the programs given in Figures 4 and 5, our object-based condition is therefore equivalent to our field-sensitive condition. Take Figure 5 as an example.
w2 continue to hold, and in addition, OB3 holds trivially (since r .f =⇒ r .f and B.f =⇒ B.f ). Based on this object-based abstraction, we regularize the CFL defining field accesses to relax OB1 ś OB3 further. This has finally given us a linear-time pre-analysis that has been adopted in Eagle, which enables precision-preserving partial context-sensitivity to be realized in k-obj.
3 EAGLE: CFL-REACHABILITY-GUIDED PARTIAL CONTEXT-SENSITIVITY We formalize our precision-preserving pre-analysis for enabling k-obj with partial context-sensitivity based on CFL-reachability. Section 3.1 gives a simple object-oriented language for formalizing our analysis. Section 3.2 describes how to represent the value flow in a program with a Pointer Assignment Graph (PAG), G pag . Section 3.3 formalizes the field-sensitive condition illustrated in Figure 3 (b) in terms of a new CFL-reachability formulation of k-obj. However, our initial CFLreachability-based field-sensitive condition is only polynomially verifiable in terms of the number of nodes in G pag even if performed context-insensitively. Section 3.4 simplifies it by adopting an object-based abstraction context-sensitively. As a result, the object-based condition illustrated in Figure 3 (c) becomes linearly solvable in terms of the number of edges in G pag . Figure 6 gives a simple object-oriented language, i.e., a small subset of Java, that contains all the operations analyzed by k-obj. All fields are instance fields and all methods are instance methods. Methods are stylized to always have a single return statement. Constructors are regarded as regular instance methods. Section 4 discusses briefly how static fields and methods are handled. An
A Simplified Java Language
v ∈ Var is a set of variable names C ∈ ClassName is a set of class names m ∈ MethodName is a set of method names f ∈ FieldName is a set of field names ℓ ∈ Alloc is a set of labels for allocation sites allocation site is identified by its label (e.g., line number). Therefore, primitive types are ignored. As k-obj is context-sensitive but flow-insensitive, all the control flow statements are also elided.
In our formalization, the parameters of an (instance) method m are often uniquely identified as follows. The "this" pointer and i-th parameter of m are denoted by this m and p m i , respectively. In addition, a pseudo local variable ret m is assumed to store the return value of m (if any).
There are only five different types of statements, New, Assign, Store, Load and Invoke, analyzed by k-obj. To support object-sensitive pointer analysis, passing parameters and return values will be modeled as Store and Load statements, respectively, as discussed below.
As is standard, the method/field (variable) names in distinct classes (methods) are distinct. In addition, the variables in a method are assumed to be in SSA (Static Single Assignment) form.
Pointer Assignment Graph
All the context-sensitive pointer analyses that were previously formulated in terms of CFLreachability Sridharan and Bodík 2006; Thiessen and Lhoták 2017; Xu et al. 2009 ] operate on a graph representation of the program, known as Pointer Assignment Graph (PAG). However, only callsite-sensitivity is assumed. It is achieved over a balancedparentheses language by matching call and return edges, labeled by their callsites' line numbers (which can be statically determined), with passing parameters and return values treated as Assign statements. However, this treatment for callsite-sensitivity does not carry over to object-sensitivity.
We will give a new CFL-reachability formulation of k-obj with object-sensitivity, based also on a PAG representation of a program. However, our PAG representation for supporting objectsensitivity is fundamentally different from the one adopted earlier for supporting callsite-sensitivity. Unlike callsite-sensitivity, which distinguishes the calling contexts of a method by its callsites, object-sensitivity distinguishes the calling contexts of a method by its receiver objects. This leads immediately to two observations on how a PAG should be constructed and how k-obj should be formulated in terms of CFL-reachability. First, while object-sensitivity distinguishes the receiver objects in method calls to achieve context-sensitivity, field-sensitivity must distinguish the base objects of field accesses to achieve field-sensitivity, which can be regarded as a form of objectsensitive context-sensitivity in a unified manner. Second, passing parameters and returning values for methods can be treated as field stores and loads, respectively, on their receiver objects. Figure 7 gives the rules for building the PAG for a program, G pag , whose nodes represent variables, fields and heap objects, and whose edges represent the value (or data) flow through assignments. 
The rules for adding
o new − −− → x, y assign − −−− → x, y store[f ] − −−−−− → x and y load[f ] − −−−− → x,
Statement
Edges Kind supporting callsite-sensitivity, are standard. It suffices to describe only the edges added in the three blue boxes for supporting object-sensitivity. In our rules, pt(v) represents the context-insensitive point-to set of v computed by any (sound) pointer analysis. As discussed in Section 3.3, these edges can actually be added on the fly during the pointer analysis . − −−−− → x. In addition this edge, for every o ∈ pt(x), we also add another edge
underǒ. Finally, consider a call x = y.m(· · · , a i , · · · ). For every receiver o ∈ pt(y), let m ′ be the virtual method resolved for o. Let p m ′ i be the corresponding parameter of a i . Recall that ret m ′ stores the value returned by m ′ (Section 3.1). Then the parameter passing for a i is simply modeled as a store y.p m ′ i = a i , resulting in the edges added by applying [Store] . Similarly, the value returning for x is simply modeled as a load x = y.ret m ′ , resulting in the edges added by applying [Load] . Note that in our PAG representation, fields are treated as a special case of variables uniformly.
For a PAG edge, its label above indicates whether it is an assignment or field access and its label below (if it exists) indicates an inter-context value flow (where the label represents a base object of a field access or a receiver object of a method call). An edge without a below-edge label represents an intra-context value flow. Indeed, an inter-context value flow can be understood as a context-sensitive value-flow in an object-sensitive manner since field stores and loads can be modeled conceptually as method calls as well, as illustrated in Figure 8 , where null is ignored in a flow-insensitive pointer analysis such as k-obj. Given an object o, there are two kinds of inter-context edges: o (indicated by a hat) andǒ (indicated by a check). Specifically, o (referred to as an entry context) represents a value flow for f = o.f , i.e., from o.f to f for a field f andǒ (referred to as an exit context) represents the opposite value flow for o.f = f , i.e., from f to o.f . In Section 3.3, we will see how to achieve object-sensitive context-sensitivity by matching two kinds of inter-context edges. Figure 9 depicts the PAG for the program given in Figure 4 . For illustration purposes, we assume that this PAG is created based on the points-to information computed by 1-obj given in Table 1 . As discussed above, passing a parameter is modeled as a store. For the call w1 = a1.id(o1) in line 18, assigning o1 to p is handled as a1.p = o1. According to [Store], we have added o1
. This implies that p = o1 takes place under context A2 since A2 ∈ pt 1-obj (a2). This implies that b2 = r takes place under context [A2]. Note that the (abstract) value flows used for explaining our field-sensitive condition for the program in Figure 4 are now related to the actual value flows represented by the underlying PAG. Figure 10 depicts the PAG for the program given in Figure 5 , based on the points-to information computed by 2-obj in Section 2.2.2. This PAG is similar to the part of the PAG related to create()) given in Figure 9 , except that we have added the edges for representing the stores in lines 17 ś 18 (b1.f = o1 and b2.f = o2) and the loads in 19 ś 20 (w1 = b1.f and w2 = b2.f).
A CFL-Reachability Formulation of k-obj
We now give a CFL-reachability formulation of k-obj operating on the PAG of a program, G pag . Let L be a CFL over Σ pag , an alphabet drawn from all the edge labels in G pag . Each path p in G pag has a label L(p) in Σ * pag formed by concatenating in order the labels of the edges in p. A node v is L-reachable from a node u if there exists a path p from u to v, called an L-path, such that L(p) ∈ L. To reason about CFL-reachability, we need to traverse the edges in G pag both forwards and backwards.
To avoid cluttering, the inverse edges in a PAG are not shown explicitly. For a below-edge labelô orǒ, we haveô =ǒ andǒ =ô, implying that the concepts of entry and exit contexts (edges) for inter-context value-flows are swapped if the original PAG edges are traversed inversely. For a path p in G pag such that its label is L(p) = ℓ 1 , · · · , ℓ n in L, the inverse of p, i.e., p has the label L(p) = ℓ n , · · · , ℓ 1 .
We will define a CFL, L F C , over Σ pag so that k-obj can be solved by reasoning about CFLreachability on G pag . Specifically, determining if a variable v points to an object o requires finding a path p between the nodes v and o in G pag such that L F C (p) ∈ L F C . For convenience, we express L F C as the intersection of two balanced-parenthese CFLs, L F C = L F ∩ L C , with the two languages specifying two different aspects of k-obj. L F ensures that k-obj performs a field-based pointer analysis context-insensitively. A field-based pointer analysis over-approximates a field-sensitive pointer analysis by ignoring the base objects in all field accesses but still ensuring field accesses are balanced. Given q = new A() // o; p.f = q; x = y.f, x is resolved to point to o always in a field-based analysis but only when p and y are aliases in a field-sensitive analysis. L C ensures that k-obj is object-sensitive not only for method calls but also for field accesses (by requiring p and y to be aliases) by matching method calls and returns as a balanced-parentheses problem.
L F given below realizes a context-insensitive field-based pointer analysis for k-obj:
where the set of terminals includes all the above-edge labels in G pag and their inverses.
If o flowsto v, then v is L F -reachable from o, i.e., o flows to v, implying that v points to o. In fact, flowsto is the inverse of the flowsto relation, representing the standard points-to relation. Thus, if v flowsto o, then v points to o. Note that flows is also the inverse of flows. When computing the points-to information, we need to traverse the edges in G pag forwards to establish flowsto and flows and also backwards to establish flowsto and flows, with both performed recursively. This is a standard formulation for a program consisting of assignments and field accesses [Sridharan and Bodík 2006] , extended significantly for handling the hload and hstore edges to support object-sensitivity. By construction, L F is a balanced-parentheses languague since field accesses must be balanced, with store represents the value flow from a field to a variable. This novel idea of choreographing the value flows around the fields is critical for enabling the object-sensitive handling for both method calls and field accesses in another separate language.
L C given below enforces the object-sensitive context-sensitivity in k-obj for both method calls and field assesses (by turning L F from a field-based analysis to a field-sensitive analysis):
where o is an allocation site ( Figure 6 ). The below-edge labels in G pag form the set of terminals. This is also a standard formulation for matching methods calls and returns by solving a balancedparentheses problem, except that it is introduced for the first time for supporting also object-sensitive pointer analysis for field accesses in a unified manner (Figure 8) . A path p in G pag is said to be realizable iff it is an L C -path. In this case, we write L exit C (p) for the prefix of L C (p) derived by exit and L entry C (p) for the suffix of L C (p) derived by entry. An unrealizable path characterizes a value that cannot occur in k-obj, for example, a value that flows into a method (field) on a receiver (base) object but out of the method (field) on a different receiver (base) object. Now, our CFL-reachability formulation of k-obj, defined by L F C = L F ∩L C , discovers the points-to information in G pag as follows. A path p from o to v in G pag can be identified as a context-sensitive flowsto relation iff p is both a flowsto path in L F , where o flowsto v, and a realizable path in L C , where realizable → * L C (p), yielding the method (heap) context for v (o) as follows:
If exit → * ex and entry → * en, we define the mapping ctx as follows:
ctx(ex) def = sequence of unbalancedǒ's in ex (with their checks elided) ctx(en) def = sequence of unbalancedô's in en (with their hats elided)
which contain only the entry and exit contexts added for the method calls in the program, as all the entry and exit contexts added for the field stores and loads in the program are balanced out.
We now go through our CFL formulation L F C = L F ∩ L C by using the PAG given in Figure 10 . Let us consider L F first. The flowsto relations from O1 and O2 to f are defined by: These two paths also share the same label in L F : L F (Q1) = L F (Q2) = hstore[f] new hstore [r] new load[r] load[f]. If we consider just L F alone for the moment, which performs a contextinsensitive field-based pointer analysis (with all the below-edge labels ignored), then P1 + Q1, P1 + Q2, P2 + Q1 and P2 + Q2 are all flowsto paths, since L F (P1 + Q1), L F (P1 + Q2), L F (P2 + Q1), and L F (P2 + Q2) are all in L F . This implies that pt(w1) = pt(w2) = {O1, O2}. However, O2 ∈ pt(w1) and O1 ∈ pt(w2) turn out to be spurious (due to the lack of context-sensitivity). However, if we consider also L C introduced for enforcing object-sensitive context-sensitivity, then P1 + Q1 and P2 + Q2 are realizable but P1 + Q2 and P2 + Q1 are not. To see this, we notice that among all the inter-context edges appearing in these four paths, the inverses of A1
, and L C (P2 + Q2) =Â2BBǍ2. According to L C , P1 + Q1 and P2 + Q2 are realizable as they are balanced but P1 + Q2 and P2 + Q1 are not realizable as they are not balanced.
For the two context-sensitive flowsto paths P1+Q1 and P2+Q2, we find that ctx(L entry C
We can then apply (6) Proof Sketch. L F enforces the part of k-obj that represents a context-insensitive field-based analysis. L C enforces the part of k-obj that is object-sensitive for both method calls and field accesses (by making the field-base analysis defined in L F also field-sensitive (Figure 8) ). As Andersen's analysis is no more precise than k-obj (where k ⩾ 1), the PAG built for a program by Andersen's analysis includes a superset of the set of the edges needed for supporting CFL-reachability-based k-obj. Thus, our CFL formulation under k-limiting is equivalent to k-obj. □ Note that this theorem holds even if pt(v) is computed on the fly during the CFL-reachabilitybased pointer analysis, implying that the call graph for the program is built on the fly. Now, we can decide if a variable/allocation site n in G pag should be context-sensitive or not by reasoning about CFL-reachability. Given a path p from o to w in G pag , we know that w points to o iff p is an L F C -path, i.e., both an L F -path and an L C -path. We recast FS1 ś FS2 stated in Section 2.2.2 for our field-sensitive condition illustrated in Figure 3 (b) precisely in terms of CFL-reachability. A variable/allocation site n (in a method m) will be selected to be context-sensitive if there exists a path p in G pag , formed by two subpaths, one from some o to n, denoted p o,n , and one from n to some w, denoted p n,w , such that the following three constraints hold: w ) ), which is a context of m, is not [ ]; and CFL-FS3. L F (p) ∈ L F . Note that CFL-FS3 is introduced to make it explicit that p represents a context-insensitive value-flow path in L F . Its corresponding version FS3 is redundant as it is implicitly true due to the way that FS1 ś FS2 are phrased. Thus, CFL-FS1 ś CFL-FS3 are equivalent to FS1 ś FS2.
Let us verify our CFL-reachability-based field-sensitive condition for r and B in Figure 5 in terms of its PAG in Figure 10 . We do so by reasoning about the path P1 + Q2 given in (8) and (9), denoted here as p. Let us consider r first. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, FS1: O1 = == ⇒ [A1] r.f and FS2:
w2 are both satisfied. With CFL-reachability, we can chop p into two subpaths (at either the first or second occurrence of r ), p O1,r and p r,w2 . We see that CFL-FS1 ś CFL-FS3 are satisfied,
r is traversed backwards). We can verify similarly that B should be context-sensitive by substituting B for r in the reasoning above. Similarly, we can verify our CFL-reachability-based field-sensitive condition for the program in Figure 4 in terms of its PAG shown in Figure 9 .
Theorem 3.2 (Precision). For a given program with the context-sensitivity of its variables/allocation sites selected by CFL-FS1 ś CFL-FS3. Let k-obj F S be the resulting version of k-obj. Then k-obj F S has exactly the same precision as k-obj: pt k -obj F S (v) = pt k -obj (v) for every v in the program.
Proof Sketch. A variable/allocation site n is selected to be analyzed context-insensitively in k-obj F S only when ¬(CFL-FS1 ∧ CFL-FS2 ∧ CFL-FS3) holds for every path p from an object o to a variable w passing through n in G pag . If CFL-FS3 fails to hold, then p is not an L F -path, implying that o cannot flow to w even in a context-insensitive field-based analysis. If CFL-FS1 or CFL-FS2 fails to hold, then the sub-path from o to n or the subpath from n to w is not context-sensitively realizable, implying that o cannot flow to w regardless of whether n is context-sensitive or not. So k-obj F S has the same precision as k-obj: pt k -obj F S (v) = pt k -obj (v) for every v in the program. □ CFL-reachability [Reps 1998 ] is an extension of graph reachability that is equivalent to the reachability problem formulated in terms of recursive state machines [Chaudhuri 2008] or set constraints [Kodumal and Aiken 2004] but more expensive to solve. Given L F C , computing its CFL reachability information is undecidable [Reps 2000 ]. If L C is approximated with a regular language, i.e., regularized with k-limiting (as in practical pointer analysis algorithms [Lhoták and Hendren 2008; ), then the worst-time complexity for finding the points-to set of a variable in G pag is O(N 3 pag Γ 3 L F C ), where N pag is the number of nodes in G pag and Γ L F C is the size of L F C [Kodumal and Aiken 2004; Reps 1998 ]. Thus, we cannot verify CFL-FS1 ś CFL-FS3 efficiently in a pre-analysis to enable partial context-sensitivity for k-obj, as this exhibits the same complexity as solving k-obj. Below we over-approximate L F C by regularizing L F to make CFL-FS1 ś CFL-FS3 linearly solvable in terms of the number of edges in G pag .
A Simplified CFL Formulation Under an Object-Based Abstraction
We simplify our grammars for defining our language L F C = L F ∩ L C in two steps. In the first step, we transform the grammar for L F under our object-based abstraction, so that the resulting language, L O , is a superset of L F . As a result, L OC = L O ∩ L C is a superset of L F C . At this stage, an analogue of CFL-FS1 ś CFL-FS3 for L OC is still only polynomially verifiable even if L C is k-limited. In the second step, we over-approximate L O with a regular language L R so that the resulting language L RC = L R ∩ L C is a superset of L OC . As a result, we are able to give an algorithm that infers only the information needed from L RC linearly but over-approximately to verify our object-based condition that is stated in Section 2.2.2 and illustrated in Figure 3(c) .
Transforming
Under our object-based abstraction, we will apply 1-limiting to a load · · · = v.д (by abstracting v.д with v) unconditionally and 1-limiting to a store v.f = · · · (by abstracting v.f with v), where v points to an object o, only when there is also a store-load pair, o.f ′ = · · · and · · · = o.f ′ , where f and f ′ are not necessarily different. This is more precise than 1-limited access paths for object-sensitivity. The grammar for defining L O is given below: 
of whether there is a matching load from o 2 .д (due to already the existence of x .f = y and p = q.f ). Inductively, every store v.f 1 , . . . , f n = · · · has been correctly modelled as a write into any of its ancestor containers, v, v._ 1 , · · · , v._ 1 . · · · ._ n , via any of its fields, _, field-insensitively this way. For a load x = y.f , its edge y . . , f n has been correctly modelled as a read from any of its ancestor containers, v, v._ 1 , · · · , v._ 1 . · · · ._ n , via any of its fields, _, field-insensitively. Continuing the reasoning above (by noting that flows → load), we
As a result, p is found to point to o 1 (as expected) but also o 2 and o ′ 1 as two spurious pointed-to objects (due to the over-approximation used).
Given L OC = L O ∩L C , an object-based version of CFL-FS1 ś CFL-FS3 (Section 3.3) for determining whether a variable/allocation site n should be context-sensitive or not is to check if there exists a path p in G pag such that the following three constraints hold:
CFL-OB1. CFL-FS1; CFL-OB2. CFL-FS2; and
Consider the program in Figure 5 again with its PAG given in Figure 10 . As CFL-FS1 ś CFL-FS3 hold for r and B (as we checked earlier by examining the paths given in (8) and (9)), CFL-OB1 ś CFL-OB3 will also hold (by examining also the paths given in (8) and (9) in an object-based manner). Similarly, CFL-OB1 ś CFL-OB3 can be verified for the cases shown in Figure 9 . construction, we have L O ⊇ L F . As a result, we must have V O ⊇ V F , meaning that the variables and allocation sites in V O \ V F that are analyzed context-insensitively without any precision loss under L F (by Theorem 3.2) will now be analyzed context-sensitively, conservatively, i.e., unnecessarily (without affecting any precision). Thus, k-obj O B has exactly the same precision as k-obj. □ 3.4.2 Transforming L O to L R . L O has been simplified considerably from L F but remains a balancedparentheses language. Thus, the complexity of reasoning about CFL reachability in L OC = L O ∩ L C remains the same as in L F C = L F ∩ L C . In particular, the complexity for finding the points-to set of a variable in L OC is still polynomial even if L C is k-limited, O(N 3 pag Γ 3 L OC ), where Γ L OC is the size of L OC , which is significantly smaller than Γ L F C (the size of L F C ). Despite this impressive improvement. CFL-OB1 ś CFL-OB3 are still too expensive to be verified efficiently in practice.
We now over-approximate L OC = L O ∩ L C by regularizing L O into L R so that CFL-OB1 ś CFL-OB3 are further relaxed in the new language L RC = L R ∩ L C and thus become linearly verifiable. L R , which is given in Figure 11 in terms of a DFA, computes the flowsto relation. The match edge will be explained shortly when we discuss the rules in Figure 12 used in our pre-analysis. It is not difficult to see that this DFA recognizes a superset of L O defined in (10). There are four states: O + (O − ) signifies that we have just started (finished) in computing a flowsto (flowsto) relation for an object O, and V + (V − ) indicates that we are computing a flowsto (flowsto) for a variable V . Therefore, this DFA computes flowsto, i.e., the standard points-to relation when starting from V − and terminating at O − . When over-approximating L O by L R , the main challenge faced lies in how to distinguish accurately different states encountered in handling an access path v.f 1 . · · · .f n . For example, if we had merged O + and O − together and V + and V − together, we would have ended up with a highly inaccurate two-state DFA that adopts a 1-limited access path abstraction.
For a program, we build its G pag by using the points-to information pre-computed by Andersen's analysis, which is fast and reasonably precise. This implies that the call graph constructed by Andersen's analysis will be used. For each (regular or inverse) edge, we associate a state with its source node and a state with its target node according to L R . For example, for a A new − − → x (f hload − −−− → A) edge, the states of A and x (f and A) are A + and x + (f − and A + ), respectively. We write G R pag to represent the version of G pag with each node n represented explicitly as n + and n − .
When computing the CFL reachability information in L R (as in L O and L F ) for a method m Algorithm 1: Preserving-preserving pre-analysis for enabling partial context-sensitivity. Procedure Pre-Analysis begin 1
Step 1 : Regularize L O into L R as shown in Figure 11 ;
2
Step 2 : Build G pag for a program using Andersen's analysis, where G R pag is the version of G pag , where each node n in G pag is represented explicitly by n + and n − according to L R ;
3
Step 3 : Perform a taint analysis in G R pag by applying the rules in Figure 12 ; 4 Step 4 : Select a variable/allocation site n in G pag to be be analyzed context-sensitively if 5 OB1 ∧ OB2 ∧ OB3: n + .cs ∧ n − .cs = true the statements that are contained directly in m (including the statements added by [Invoke] in Figure 7 for its call sites but not those in their invoked methods). As L R is regular, the following lemma allows us to analyze each method exactly once according to L RC .
Lemma 3.4. Consider a method m with its receiver objects given in R m = {o 1 , · · · , o N }. Let p o , where o ∈ R m , be a path in L RC that ends at o − . Let p o be extended into a path in L RC , by continuing its traversal from o − to include some subpaths contained in G R pag (m, o). Then, each node in these subpaths is always visited in exactly the same state regardless of how o is selected from R m .
Proof Sketch. Follows from the facts that L R is object-based and regular. □ Figure 12 gives the three rules for performing our precision-preserving pre-analysis in Algorithm 1 for supporting partial context sensitivity. We will examine these rules, together with the final object-based condition, OB1 ś OB3 (line 5), and illustrate it with an additional example.
We perform a pre-analysis by reasoning about CFL reachability in L RC as a taint analysis without having to compute the points-to information explicitly. For a variable/allocation site n, n + is tainted (indicated by setting OB1: n + .cs = true) iff there exists a context-sensitive value-flow entering into n from outside its containing method. Similarly, n − is tainted (by setting OB2: n − .cs = true) iff there exists a context-sensitive value-flow leaving n out of its containing method. Here, OB3 simply requires n + to be matched with n − (as the former implies a value into n and the latter implies a value-flow out of n). If OB1 ∧ OB2 ∧ OB3: n + .cs ∧ n − .cs holds (as motivated earlier in Section 2.2.2), then n will be selected to be handled context-sensitively by k-obj.
Let us examine first the two rules related to inter-context value flow.
[EntryCTX] handles an entry context marked by a hat. According to L R in Figure 11 , n − → o n ′ ∈ G R pag must be an hstore
As we must always enter a new context via one of these two types of edges, its target n ′ is tainted (indicating that it is context-sensitive).
[ExitCTX] handles an exit context marked by a check. According to L R in Figure 11 can be traversed instead. Consider create() in the PAG given in Figure 10 with a reference to (8) and (9). Once create() has been analyzed, say, under A1 by traversing P1
2 will be added to the PAG. When A2 is encountered as a receiver of create(), the following path, instead of P2 + Q2, will be traversed:
Finally, let us examine the last rule in Figure 12. [Prop] handles simply the taint propagation across all the other (intra-context) edges in G R pag according to L R in the standard manner. It is not difficult to check that OB1 ś OB3 are satisfied for all the cases illustrated in Figures 9 and 10. Let us examine two additional cases in Figure 13 . According to our field-sensitive condition illustrated in Figure 3 (b) (as stated in Section 2.2.2), v will be context-insensitive in both cases. However, according to our object-based condition illustrated in Figure 3 (c) (as also stated in Section 2.2.2), v will be context-sensitive for Figure 13 (a) but context-insensitive for Figure 13(b) . Let us verify this using our pre-analysis. Consider Figure 13(a) . In an object-sensitive analysis, due to the existence of v.p = q and t = v.p for handling the call t = v.id(q), O is regarded as first being stored into V.p and then loaded into t. Due to the object-based abstraction adopted here, O that is written into v.p is also written into v. Thus, during our taint-based pre-analysis, we have:
where v + .cs = v − .cs = true. As OB1 ∧ OB2 ∧ OB3 holds, v is selected to be context-sensitive. In Figure 13 (b), however, there is no return in print() (giving rise to only v.p = q for modeling the parameter passing for the call v.print(q)). Therefore, we only have:
where v − .cs = true but v + .cs = false. As a result, OB1 ∧ OB2 ∧ OB3 does not hold any more. The worst-time complexity of our pre-analysis is O(E pag ), where E pag is the number of edges in G pag , since a method is analyzed only once. For the set of 12 Java programs analyzed in our evaluation, E pag is about 7.4 times as many as the number of nodes in G pag , on average. Lemma 3.5. Consider node n + in G R pag . If CFL-OB1 holds for n, then n + .cs = true. Proof Sketch. We proceed to show that if n + .cs = false, then CFL-OB1 does not hold for n. Recall the rules used by our pre-analysis for computing n + .cs given in Figure 12 . If n + .cs = false, then no object may flow context-sensitively from the outside the method containing n to n according to L RC = L R ∩ L C . As L RC is a superset of L OC = L O ∩ L C , CFL-OB1 cannot hold for n. □ Lemma 3.6. Consider node n − in G R pag . If CFL-OB2 holds for n, then n − .cs = true. Proof Sketch. We proceed to show that if n − .cs = false, then CFL-OB2 does not hold for n. Recall the rules used by our pre-analysis for computing n − .cs given in Figure 12 . If n − .cs = false, then no object pointed by n may flow context-sensitively from the method containing n to outside according to L RC = L R ∩ L C . As L RC is a superset of L OC = L O ∩ L C , CFL-OB2 cannot hold for n. □ Theorem 3.7 (Precision). For a given program with the context-sensitivity of its variables/allocation sites selected by OB1 ś OB3. Let k-obj Eagle be the resulting version of k-obj. Then k-obj Eagle has exactly the same precision as k-obj: pt k-obj Eagle (v) = pt k-obj (v) for every v in the program.
Proof Sketch. In Algorithm 1, L R , which is given in Figure 11 , accepts a superset of L O , and L C is the same as before, i.e., as in (5). By Lemma 3.4, our object-based condition can be verified in L RC by performing a taint analysis according to the rules given in Figure 12 . By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, CFL-OB1 ∧ CFL-OB2 ∧ CFL-OB3 =⇒ OB1 ∧ OB2 ∧ OB3 for every variable/allocation site n in G pag . A further application of of Theorem 3.3 will conclude the proof. □
EVALUATION
The objective of our evaluation is to show that Eagle can significantly scale k-obj for large Java programs while maintaining its precision. We address two major research questions: We evaluate Eagle against Zipper [Li et al. 2018 ], a state-of-the-art tool improving the efficiency of k-obj (with the code provided by its authors). We have used a set of 12 Java programs, including nine benchmarks from DaCapo2006 [Blackburn et al. 2006 ] and three Java applications, checkstyle, findbugs and JPC, which are commonly used in evaluating k-obj [Jeon et al. 2018; Jeong et al. 2017; Smaragdakis et al. 2014; Tan et al. 2016 . We have used JRE1.6.0_45 to analyze all the 12 programs. We resolve Java reflection by using a dynamic reflection analysis tool, TamiFlex [Bodden et al. 2011] , as is often done in the pointer analysis literature Lhoták 2012, 2013; Li et al. 2018; Raghothaman et al. 2018; Rasthofer et al. 2016; . For native code, we use the summaries provided in Soot.
We compare Eagle and Zipper in terms of how well both accelerate k-obj with or without precision loss. For each k ∈ {1, 2, 3} considered, k-obj is the baseline, zk-obj is the version of k-obj guided by Zipper, and ek-obj is the version of k-obj guided by Eagle. We measure the precision of a context-sensitive pointer analysis, as in [Smaragdakis et al. 2014; Sridharan and Bodík 2006; , in terms of four metrics, which can all be regarded as being obtained in terms of the context-insensitive points-to information computed by (3). There are two intrinsic metrics, ł#Call Edgesž (number of call graph edges discovered) and ł#Average Points-to Sizež (the average size of points-to sets computed by (3) with contexts dropped). There are also two end-user visible metrics, ł#Poly Callsž (number of polymorphic calls discovered) and ł#May Fail Castsž (number of type casts that may fail). We measure the efficiency of a pointer analysis in terms of the analysis time elapsed in analyzing a program to completion. The time budget set for analyzing a program is 24 hours. For all the metrics except the łSpeedupž metric, smaller is better.
In all the analyses evaluated, the static variables and static methods in a program are analyzed context-insensitively. During the pre-analysis (Algorithm 1), for every node n in G R pag such that n is a static field or a local variable/allocation site in a static method, n + .cs and n − .cs are permanently set to false. During the main analysis, such nodes will always be handled context-insensitively and are thus irrelevant to the results of the pre-analysis. Hence, the Eagle-guided pointer analyses will still be precision-preserving (as Theorem 3.7 still holds).
We have carried out all our experiments on a Xeon E5-1660 3.2GHz machine with 256GB of RAM. The analysis time of a program is an average of three runs. Table 2 presents the main results, which will be analyzed as RQ1 and RQ2 discussed below.
RQ1: Precision
Let us compare Eagle and Zipper precision-wise, as shown in Table 2 . By Theorem 3.7, Eagle is precision-preserving as it reasons about CFL-reachability to support partial context-sensitivity. For every program that is scalable under k-obj, Eagle also produces scalably the same contextinsensitive points-to information, as it guarantees that pt Eagle (v) = pt k -obj (v) for every v in a program, and consequently, the same results for all the four precision-related metrics. In contrast, Zipper is not precision-preserving, as it guarantees only that pt Zipper (v) ⊇ pt k -obj (v) for a variable v in a program. By examining only some patterns in a program to decide if its methods should be context-sensitively analyzed or not, Zipper will inevitably request k-obj to analyze a method context-insensitively by mistake, causing it to lose precision. As can be observed, Zipper is less precise than k-obj (and consequently, Eagle) for every precision-related metric in every program.
RQ2: Efficiency
We discuss now that Zipper's precision loss has limited its efficiency gains achieved. In contrast, Eagle significantly outperforms Zipper without losing any precision. Formulated in terms of CFL-reachability as its foundation, Eagle is significantly faster than Zipper not only in terms of k-obj accelerated but also as a pre-analysis itself, as shown in Table 2 .
4.2.1 Pre-Analysis. Both Zipper and Eagle perform a pre-analysis by using the points-to information pre-computed by Spark, implemented as a context-insensitive Andersen's analysis. According to Column 2, Spark's analysis times are negligible relative to k-obj's analysis times across the 12 programs. For both Eagle and Zipper, their pre-analyses times exclude the times for running Table 2 . Analysis results. For a given k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the speedups of k-obj, zk-obj and ek-obj are normalized with k-obj as the baseline. For all metrics except łSpeedupž, the smaller the better.
Spark. Compared with Spark, Eagle is always faster (as it is linear over G pag ), but Zipper is always more expensive (as it identifies so-called precision-critical methods heuristically).
We have also collected the maximum amount of memory consumed by Eagle and Zipper (using the JVM API) during their pre-analysis stages. Eagle is always more memory-efficient for all the 12 programs evaluated. On average, Zipper consumes 2.74x as much memory as Eagle.
4.2.2
The Acceleration of k-obj. According to Columns 4 ś 12, k-obj runs significantly faster under Eagle than Zipper for all the 12 programs under all the configurations (for which Eagle is scalable). For each k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, k-obj always scalably analyzes no fewer programs under Eagle than Zipper: 12 under each tool (k ∈ {1, 2}) and 4 under Zipper but 11 under Eagle (k = 3). For the programs that can be scalably analyzed by Zipper, totaling 12 (k = 1), 12 (k = 2) and 4 (k = 3), Eagle exhibits increasingly better scalability: faster by 0.9x (k = 1), 2.7x (k = 2) and 6.2x (k = 3) with the pre-analysis times excluded, and 3.0x (k = 1), 3.2x (k = 2) and 6.1x (k = 3) with the pre-analysis times included, on average. For the 7 programs that can be analyzed by Eagle but not by Zipper in under 24 hours (k = 3), Eagle analyzes each program in 55.2 minutes, on average.
Below let us analyze the reasons behind the speedups of Eagle over Zipper. Figure 14 depicts the percentage distribution of methods with different kinds of context-sensitivity in a program selected by Zipper and Eagle. Two points are in order. First, Eagle has successfully identified a large percentage of partially context-sensitive methods in all the programs, ranging from 25% (in fop) to 38% (in eclipse), with an average of 30%. These are the methods that are analyzed either context-sensitively or context-insensitively under Zipper. Second, Zipper has identified a larger percentage of context-insensitive methods than Eagle in all the programs, with an average of 55% for Zipper and 38% for Eagle. For some methods identified as context-insensitive by Zipper correctly but heuristically, Eagle may have deemed them (fully or partially) context-sensitive conservatively. However, many context-insensitive methods selected (incorrectly) by Zipper are responsible for the precision loss in a program, limiting its efficiency gains achieved. Consider antlr, with the percentage of its context-insensitive methods identified as 52% by Zipper but 38%
Context-Insensitive
Partial Context-Sensitive Context-Sensitive by Eagle. When increasing k from 1 to 3, the speedups of Zipper over kobj are 4.1x (k = 1), 2.3x (k = 2) and >18.3x (k = 3). However, the speedups of Eagle over k-obj are 5.2x (k = 1), 7.9x (k = 2) and >191.2x (k = 3). Figure 15 depicts the percentage distribution of variables/allocation sites in a program that are to be analyzed by k-obj context-sensitively and context-insensitively, as prescribed by Zipper and Eagle. On average, the percentage of the number of context-insensitive variables/allocation sites over the total in a program is 37.3% for Zipper but jumps to 54.4% for Eagle. This suggests that many context-insensitive methods identified by Zipper ( Figure 14) are not performance-critical. Figure 16 compares Zipper and Eagle in terms of the average number of contexts analyzed for a variable in a program (by comparing z2-obj and e2-obj over 2-obj as the baseline). Note that eclipse is omitted as it cannot be analyzed scalably by 2-obj. Eagle has achieved a substantial reduction in terms of this important metric across all the programs, providing the reasons behind the speedups achieved by Eagle over Zipper. However, these speedups are not directly proportion to the degrees of context reduction made. To pinpoint the root causes for the speedups achieved by Eagle, we need to examine the number of constraints propagated (i.e., solved) in each case. Figure 17 compares z2-obj and e2-obj with 2-obj as the baseline in terms of the number of pointer assignment constraints solved for all the 11 programs that can be analyzed scalably by 2-obj. Compared with the average-context-size-per-variable metric considered above, this metric reflects more accurately about the time spent by a pointer analysis in analyzing a program. In general, increasing the number of context-insensitive variables/allocation sites analyzed, as motivated with the example in Figure 1 , can have multiplicative effects on the number of pointer assignment constraints reduced. By supporting partial context-sensitivity, Eagle has substantially increased the number of context-insensitive variables/allocation sites analyzed, and consequently, resolved significantly fewer pointer assignment constraints than Zipper across all the programs as shown in Figure 17 , thereby achieving significantly better speedups.
Consider checkstyle as an example. In terms of the average number of contexts per variable analyzed, as shown in Figure 16 , we have 28.64 (2-obj), 24.95 (z2-obj), and 14.19 (e2-obj), with the ratio of z2-obj over e2-obj as 1.8. However, if we examine the number of pointer assignment constraints solved, we have 138M (2-obj), 98M (z2-obj), and 18M (e2-obj), with the ratio of z2-obj over e2-obj jumps to 5.4. As a result, the speedup of z2-obj over 2-obj is only 2.8x but the speedup of e2-obj over 2-obj is 11.3x, as shown in Table 2 . Let us examine bloat. The ratio of z2-obj over e2-obj is 1.4 for the first context-related metric but 1.2 for the second constraint-related metric. As a result, the speedup of e2-obj over 2-obj (4.2x) is less pronounced relative to the speedup of z2-obj over 2-obj (2.6x). For programs such as bloat and eclipse, where some tree data structures are traversed by the visitor design pattern, context-sensitivity is known to be not that useful.
RELATED WORK
There are several recent efforts on improving the efficiency of k-obj by sacrificing some precision [Hassanshahi et al. 2017; Jeong et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018; Smaragdakis et al. 2014] . They exploit different heuristics-based pre-analyses, such as machine learning [Jeong et al. 2017 ], user-provided hints [Hassanshahi et al. 2017 Smaragdakis et al. 2014 ] and pattern matching [Li et al. 2018] , to determine which methods in a program should be analyzed by k-obj context-sensitively or context-insensitively in their entirety. As discussed in Section 1, this trading-precision-for-efficiency approach actually limits the efficiency gains obtained (due to the spurious points-to information introduced). We have taken a different approach to accelerating k-obj while maintaining its precision. By performing a CFL-reachability-based pre-analysis to enable partial context-sensitivity in k-obj, we have achieved substantial performance improvements than the prior art.
Orthogonally, there are also some other recent efforts [Jeon et al. 2018; Tan et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2014] for improving the precision of k-obj at the expense of analysis time. In [Zhang et al. 2014] , k-obj with increasingly larger values of k are tried in order to prove that certain callsites are monomorphic. Bean [Tan et al. 2016 ] performs a pre-analysis to select the calling contexts of a method without being restricted to its receiver's k-most-recent allocation sites. This idea has recently been explored further by applying machine learning techniques [Jeon et al. 2018] .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced Eagle, a fast, general-purpose and precision-preserving context selection technique, formulated in terms of CFL-reachability, for enabling partial context-sensitivity in object-sensitive pointer analysis. We have implemented Eagle in Soot and evaluated it against the prior art using a set of Java benchmarks and applications. When applied to accelerate the traditional k-object-sensitive pointer analyses, Eagle achieves substantial performance speedups than the prior art while maintaining its precision. We hope our new approach can provide some new insights on scaling object-sensitive pointer analysis further for large codebases.
